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See The World Travel

Companies are constantly on the

បណ្តាក្រុមហ៊ុនទាំងអស់ជានិច្ចកាលតែងតែព្យាយាមស្វែងរ

lookout for new ideas, destinations

កគំនិតថ្មីៗ ជាមួយគោលដៅ និងបទពិសោធល្អៗ ដែលអា

and experiences that are able to

ចបង្ហាញនូវរូបភាពសាជីវកម្មរបស់ខ្លួនយូរអង្វែងហើយផ្តល់

provide that lasting corporate image

ជូនបុគ្គលិកនិងអតិថិជននូវអ្វីដែលខុសគ្នាៗ។

and offer their staff and clients
something completely different.

នេះជាមូលហេតុដែលយើងបានឃើញការកើនឡើងយ៉ាង

This is why we have seen a huge

ខ្លាំងចំពោះបណ្តាក្រុមហ៊ុននៅអាស៊ីដែលកំពុងស្វែងរកបទ

increase in Asian companies looking to

ពិសោធនិងកម្មវិធី ថ្មីៗសម្រាប់លើកទឹកចិត្តបុគ្គលិកនិងអ

source new affordable and memorable

តិថិជនរបស់ពួកគេ។

events and incentive ideas for their
staff and clients.

ក្រុមហ៊ុន STW-Travel យើងមានបទពិសោធន៍ជាង

At STW-Travel we have over 25 years

25 ឆ្នាំក្នុងការរៀបចំកម្មវិធី និងបដិសណ្ឋារកិច្ចទាំងនៅអឺរ៉ុ

of events and hospitality experience

បនិងអាស៊ី។ យើងមានចំណេះដឹងនិងយល់យ៉ាងច្បាស់ពី

in both Europe and Asia. This means

សេចក្តីត្រូវការរបស់ក្រុមហ៊ុនអ្នកហើយយើងអាចរៀបចំកម្មវិ

that we are totally in tune with

ធីតាមតម្រូវការរបស់អ្នកប្រកបដោយភាពច្នៃប្រឌិតចាប់ពីចំ

your companies’ wants and are able

ណុចចាប់ផ្តើមរហូតដល់ចុងបញ្ចប់។

to organize and arrange creative
solutions for all of your needs, from
start to finish.
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Corporate Events for incredible Clients

Golf Days

Gala &
Presentation Dinners

Meetings, conferences
& Exhibitions

Giving back
to the Community

Team Building

We have run simply 100’s of events in Asia
for some of the very best companies in the world.
So for your next event in Asia you now know where to come!
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It’s all about Unique
Experiences!
Asia has an endless array of incredible
experiences for companies to choose
from in order to incentivise your staff and
management.
Not only this but many of the options that we
are able to offer do not come with a high price
tag, meaning that trips don’t have to be a one
off for those special occasions and can be used
as a more regular incentive scheme.
From beautiful hotels, innovative event
solutions, fabulous cultural trips, delicious food
and drink as well as endless activities to keep
your staff entertained makes Asia the perfect
solution for all your incentive travel needs.
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Bike Against the Clock

Bike against the clock’ is a new and unique
team building challenge on two wheels.
Your teams’ mission, if you choose to
accept it; is to orient your team around
Siem Reap as fast as you can and complete
the challenges at each of the check points
before racing to the finish line.

This team orienteering challenge requires
many different skills sets to be victorious.
As even though it is a race against the
clock, teams must also negotiate the
team challenges at each check point that
require brain power, patients, skill and of
course team work as each team member
has to contribute to each set challenge.
‘Bike against the clock’ is great for groups
both large or small and perfect for all ages
young and old.
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The ‘Great’ Race

Operating very much like the now famous
‘Amazing Race’ TV show ‘The Great Race’ is
a fun filled team activity that requires group
participation and team work.
Teams travel by tuktuk (remork) throughout
the town and into the surrounding
countryside offering a unique glimpse of Siem
Reaps less touristy attractions and a taste of
real life Cambodia.
Each race will include up to 8 challenges
depending on time allowed; some resemble
the TV show but all are uniquely Cambodian.

The challenges range from mental to
physical and so require different skill sets,
catering for a range of personalities and
strengths. There are also a number of CSR
focused activities, ensuring that the local
communities also benefit in some way. The
race is presented just like the TV show
with a ‘Game Master/Presenter’, glossy
‘Great Race’ clue cards, flags and a Pit Stop
mat that the winning team can keep. The
challenges are lots of fun and designed to
test participants.
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Hospitality Overview

Wimbledon Hospitality
Date: July
The Championships, Wimbledon is the oldest,
most prestigious tennis tournament in the world.
It is an event renowned for its sporting drama,
love of tradition and the quintessentially British
atmosphere. There is no better place to entertain
clients, treat family and friends or stage your own
corporate event.

The perfect hospitality
package
Whether you are visiting as a couple, a small
group or a large party, we have an award-winning
hospitality experience that will make Wimbledon
the most memorable ever.

An exceptional off court
experience
The Fairway Hospitality Village is just a short
walk from Centre Court and boasts a VIP
lounge, private dining area and a relaxing
garden cocktail bar. It is the perfect base
for all-day entertainment and the very best
place to soak up the atmosphere between
matches and enjoy the Championships in true
Wimbledon style.
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The UK’s Premier Horse Racing Events

Cheltenham Festival
& Gold Cup
Date: March
The Cheltenham horse racing festival and gold
cup epitomises and encompasses everything
that is great about Jump racing, whilst delivering
an unbelievable occasion as the finest horses,
jockeys, owners and trainers battle it out for the
highest racing honours.

Hospitality Options
we offer a wide range of packages for the
Cheltenham Festival to suit all budgets and
requirements including well positioned
marquees, private viewing boxes for groups
of 30 and 40 guests as well as shared viewing
boxes for smaller numbers. We also offer a
rare opportunity to have private & shared
hospitality within the main Grandstand.
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Royal Ascot
Date: June
Royal Ascot is an occasion like no other in the
sporting calendar as whilst it is demonstrably
a celebration of horseracing at its very best,
with a total of £5m on offer in prize money, it
is also a social occasion, steeped in history and
synonymous with pageantry and elegance. On
each of the five race days, The Queen arrives by
Royal Procession along the racecourse with her
guests, in full view of up to 80,000 spectators this
adds to the unique and memorable experience.

Ascot Village Hospitality
We are able to provide the best Corporate
Hospitality packages including the stunning
Ascot Village which offers the best value on
course this located close to the track, the
exclusive carriages Restaurant designed
specifically for racing purists who want to be
in the heart of the action and the lawn club
package, situated just meters from the track in
a private enclave.
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Glorious Goodwood
Date: August
With five days of thrilling action set against
the magnificent backdrop of the rolling Sussex
countryside, The Qatar Goodwood Festival –
popularly known as ‘Glorious Goodwood’ – is one
of the highlights of the flat-racing season. With its
position as one of the largest race meetings in the
world, the Qatar Goodwood Festival is a spectacle
that has to be experienced. Elegant fashion
combined with some of the greatest races in the
world create a festival week like no other.

Private Boxes
Follow in the footsteps of royalty, celebrities
and sporting heroes as you experience
the exhilarating spectacle of ‘Glorious
Goodwood’ - where fashion, high society
and world class horseracing come together
for five enthralling days. Choose one of our
bespoke private box options to really get
the most out of your day at the world’s most
beautiful racecourse.
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Premiership Football & International Rugby
We are able to source a number of Football and Rugby hospitality options at various
fixtures throughout the sporting calendar. Enjoy the best seats in the house with official
football and rugby hospitality experiences.

Football Corporate Boxes
We can acquire tickets and corporate boxes
for the majority of premiership football clubs,
including the top 6 teams:
- Manchester United
- Chelsea
- Arsenal
- Tottenham
- Manchester City
- Liverpool

Rugby Hospitality Options
Quilter Internationals
(November 2018)

6 Nations
(February & March 2019)
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Golf

Golf Holidays (Asia & Europe)
We are a perfectly positioned to offer incredible golf holiday
experiences throughout Asia and Europe. This may be from
a weekend golfing break with friends or a complete golf
holiday with added touring and sightseeing. Whatever your
golfing ability and time constraints that you have; we can
craft the perfect golf holiday escape just for you.

Corporate / Society Golf

Golf Hospitality

(Event Organisation)

As a golf fan, there is nothing more
If you are travelling in a group and are looking for something a

exciting than watching the world’s

little more formal, then we can create wonderful group golfing

finest battle it out. Travel to some of the

events at some of the top courses in the UK. We have arranged

best venues and experience the most

golf days at venues such as Woburn, Gleneagles, The Belfry,

prestigious tournaments on the golfing

Stoke Park, The Grove just to name a few. We are also able to jazz

calendar first hand. Not only that, walk

these events up with Ryder Cup style scoring and logoed shirts

the same fairways as the pros and

and equipment to trick shot shows by some of the industries

play some fantastic championship golf

most talented trick shot artists like our friend Jeremy Dale.

courses along the way.
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